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Jonathan Burrows, is full of dry, rigorous, almost mathematical movement detail, with apparently little 

emphasis on theatrical projection or context.  

After an opening section in which his four dancers — Hilary Clark, Heather Olson, Matthew Rogers and 

Christopher Williams — walk and run at varying tempos among chairs scattered about the room, they 

begin a synchronized sequence that is full of little limps and dips, crouches and freezes.  

When they start, it looks simple; by the end of the 60-minute piece, Mr. O’Connor has drawn endless 

variations and rhythmic complexities from these small, minimal movements and gestures.  

Even more astonishingly, he has allowed emotion to bloom from the affectless, abstract movement by 

seeding tiny encounters and confrontations throughout a work in which the dancers have little direct 

physical contact. Their blank, expressionless miens never change, but the intentness of their purpose 

gradually brings a weight of meaning to their actions that is both powerful and, at the end — when Ms. 

Olson and Mr. Rogers quietly embrace — moving. 

At moments like these, dance, like poetry, can give evanescent form to what is inexplicable and 

indefinable. And “Rammed Earth” is indeed a kind of poem in which all the elements — a fine electronic 

score by James Baker; remarkably evocative lighting using fairly basic means by Brian MacDevitt and 

Michael O’Connor; and the focus and individuality of the dancers — seem just right.  

Like much poetry, it’s an intimate affair, and its smallness of scale may keep Mr. O’Connor’s career 

more tethered to the experimental arena than he deserves. (One of the pleasures of “Rammed Earth” is 

the way it is both tough and accessible.) But for those who can find a seat (and remember where to 

move it) at the Chocolate Factory, it’s an austere testament to the remarkable possibilities of dance. 

“Rammed Earth” continues through Oct. 7 at the Chocolate Factory, 5-49 49th Avenue, Long Island 

City, Queens; (212) 352-3101 or chocolatefactorytheater.org. 
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